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       Assumptions are unopened windows that foolish birds fly into, and their
broken bodies are evidence gathered too late. 
~Bryan Davis

Sacrifice is at the heart of repentance. Without deeds, your apology is
worthless. 
~Bryan Davis

Stir not murky waters if you know not the depth or the creatures that
dwell beneath the surface. 
~Bryan Davis

It's amazing how things could change so quickly, in the blink of an eye.
Maybe more miracles awaited on the horizon. 
~Bryan Davis

Too much information will make your brain choke. 
~Bryan Davis

Never forget what you learned in the light when you are in the dark. 
~Bryan Davis

If you draw your sword against those you sworn to protect, the very
ones who trust in your strength, how will you convince them that you
are a shield when the dragons come and take them away? 
~Bryan Davis

Dikaios smacked Elam with his tail. "His curiosity wouldn't kill a sick
kitten, much less a cat. 
~Bryan Davis

Daryl shrugged. "If wishes were wardrobes, we'd be in Narnia. 
~Bryan Davis
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A talking computor with an attitude problem? Haven't I seen that in a
dozen b-grade sci-fi flicks?" "Where do you think I got the idea? 
~Bryan Davis

Dad just told me that I'm the son of a dragon!And then he leaves? 
~Bryan Davis

Forever and ever Bonnie, I will always be your friend. 
~Bryan Davis

No,' the professor replied. 'Her Majesty s alive and well - at least I
assume so if she hasn't met a certain van driver from Yeovil.'
~Professor Hamilton 
~Bryan Davis
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